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Clipper® Shelving

Ledge type shelving is recommended 
where greater depth of the lower 
compartment is desired, and a 
convenient working height surface 
ledge is required. Seven Heavy Duty 
Hi-Performance® shelves are included 
plus a heavy gauge ledge top with a 
reinforcing pan welded to the bottom 
for extra strength. This provides a total 
of seven openings.

The units are available in open or closed 
construction and may be equipped 
with standard shelving accessories, 
including locking doors at the top and 
bottom. Units are 36” wide, 12” deep 
at the top, and 24” deep at the bottom. 
Overall height is 87”; the ledge top is 
39” high.

The End Kit includes 2 ledge top 
finishing strips to provide a finished 
appearance at the sides of the ledge 
top. Order one End Kit to finish each 
single unit, or row of units.

Penco steel counters present an 
extremely clean, classic appearance for 
over the counter or stock-room use. A 
smooth, extra heavy gauge reinforced 
counter top provides an excellent 
work surface. Three standard Heavy 
Duty Hi-Performance® Clipper shelves, 
adjustable on 1” centers, are used 
below. Units have box posts at all four 
corners and closed front bases.

The top is designed to butt against 
adjacent tops when more than one 
unit is used in a row for a continuous 
flush surface. One End Kit is required 
for each single unit, or to end a row 
of units. Two counter top finishing 
strips are included with each End Kit, 
to extend the top beyond the end and 
provide a finished appearance.

Counter Tops and Fronts may be 
purchased as separate components. 
Note that they may be used only when 
box posts are used at front and rear of  unit.

Ledge Units

Counter Units

Open Unit 
with End Kit

Closed Unit 
with End Kit

Front and rear views of 2 1H122C Basic Units plus 1 19125E End Kit

Counter Units
Unit 

Width
Unit 

Depth
Unit 

Height
Unit 

Cat. No.
End Kit 
Cat. No.

Complete Units

36” 24” 39” 1H122C 19125E

42” 24” 39” 1H123C 19125E

48” 24” 39” 1H124C 19125E

Counter Tops Only

36” 24” - 13670H -

42” 24” - 13680H -

48” 24” - 13690H -

Counter Fronts Only

36” - 39” 13870H -

42” - 39” 13880H -

48” - 39” 13890H -

Ledge Units
Unit 

Width
Unit 

Depth
Unit 

Height
Unit 

Cat. No.
End Kit 
Cat. No.

Open Type Units

36”
12” (Top) 

24” (Bottom)
48” (Top) 

39” (Bottom)
1H432L 19433E

Closed Type Units

36”
12” (Top) 

24” (Bottom)
48” (Top) 

39” (Bottom)
1H434L 19435E

Ledge and Counter Units

Front Bases are included 
with Closed Ledge Units.


